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Read the first sentence below. Find the words in the WORD BOX that belong with that sentence. Write the words you choose on the lines under that sentence. Do the same for each sentence.

**WORD BOX**

- teacher
- children
- many
- all
- day
- under
- some
- soon
- around
- over
- night
- there
- far
- baby
- later
- now
- one
- sister
- never
- woman
- men
- toy
- few
- here
- five

**The word tells WHO.**

**The word tells WHERE.**

**The word tells WHEN.**

**The word tells HOW MANY.**
1. The next time, they will jump up and try to get this. ________

2. See if you can put this tail on it. ________

3. I can stay under the water for a long time with this on. ________

4. These will be ready when the eggs are. ________

5. They are pretty, but they make work for me. ________

6. Let us open it for the children on this hot day. ________

7. What would you like to hear me play? ________